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This exhibition hall offers a programme which places emphasis on today’s creation within
international visual and plastic arts. Throughout the year, it puts on individual and collective
exhibitions, focusing on middle-career artists, reviews of consolidated artists who have
suffered diverse critical fortunes, and the presentation of important art collections from
Latin America coinciding with the Arco de Madrid Fair, with pieces created in a variety of
media and formats, including new technologies as a form of artistic expression.

The Alcalá 31 exhibition hall is located in an emblematic building by Antonio Palacios, which was
built between 1935 and 1943 and was initially the headquarters of the Mercantile and Industrial
Bank and which today belongs to the Community of Madrid. In 2002, it was refurbished by the
architects, Jose Luis Iñiguez de Onzoño and Ignacion de las Casas, to house the offices of what
was formerly the Department for Arts and the exhibition hall.

The exhibition hall, covered by an immense stone dome, occupies the great central nave that used
to be the bank’s trading floor.   
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Practical Information

Address
Calle
de Alcalá, 31
28014

Tourist area
Sol / Gran Vía

Telephone
(34) 91 720 82 51

Fax

Website
http://www.comunidad.madrid/centros/sala-
alcala-31

Email
museosexposiciones@madrid.org

Metro
Sevilla (L2)
Banco de España (L2)

Bus
001, 002, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 15, 20, 46, 51, 52,
53, 74, 146, 150, M1, SE712, N16

Cercanías (local train)
Madrid-Sol

BiciMAD bike-share scheme
Alquiler de bicis (BiciMAD)

Docking stations:

- Sevilla (calle Alcalá, 27)

- Banco de España (calle Alcalá, 49)

- Puerta del Sol, 1

Price

Free entry

Times

Tue - Sat 11:00 - 20:30 h. ; Sun 11:00 -
14:00 h.

Type
Cultural centres, exhibition halls, foundations
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